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Abstract— We investigate expanding the recently established Gaussian
multiple-access/broadcast channel duality to a duality between discrete
memoryless broadcast and multiple-access channels. More specifically, we
attempt to find a relationship between the capacity regions of broadcast
and multiple-access channels. We are able to establish a capacity region re-
lationship for a class of deterministic broadcast and multiple-access chan-
nels, and we conjecture it exists for a slightly expanded class of determinis-
tic channels. However, we are also able to find a counter-example for which
no such capacity region relationship can exist. In the process of finding
this counter-example, we prove the interesting result that random (i.e. non-
deterministic) broadcast or multiple-access channels cannot have a larger
capacity region than deterministic channels (i.e. channels in which the
channel outputs are a deterministic function of the channel input) with the
same input/output alphabets. We show this by upper bounding the capac-
ity region of a discrete memoryless broadcast channel by the the capacity
region of a finite-state broadcast channel, in which the channel is determin-
istic in every state.

I. INTRODUCTION

In [1], a duality was established between the Gaussian
multiple-access channel and the Gaussian broadcast channel.
The dual channels considered had the same noise power and the
same channel gains on the uplink and downlink. The capacity
region of the Gaussian broadcast channel was found to equal a
union of capacity regions of the dual Gaussian multiple-access
channel. A natural question to ask given this result is the follow-
ing: does a dual multiple-access channel exist for every broad-
cast channel? In the strongest form, duality would mean that
the capacity region of any discrete memoryless (DM) broadcast
channel could be written as a union of multiple-access channel
capacity regions. It is not known if such a relationship exists,
and the fact that the capacity region of the general broadcast
channel is not known makes it extremely difficult to prove a du-
ality for the most general case. We therefore wish to investigate
some basic relationships between the BC and MAC.

We consider a two-user discrete memoryless broadcast chan-
nel consisting of an input alphabet

�
of cardinality � , out-

put alphabets ��� and ��� each of cardinality � , and a proba-
bility transition function �
	����������� ��� . Similarly, we consider a
multiple-access channel consisting of input alphabets

� � and� � each of cardinality � , an output alphabet � of cardinality� , and a probability transition function ��	���� ����������� . A simple
model for these channels is shown in Figure 1. In the broadcast
channel we consider the situation where the transmitter sends
independent information to each receiver, and in the multiple-
access channel we consider the situation where each transmit-
ter sends independent information to the receiver. Our ultimate
goal is to discover if there is a fundamental connection between
the broadcast and multiple-access channel beyond the obvious
symmetries in the channel models. Since the capacity region
of the general broadcast channel remains unknown, we explore
this duality by considering deterministic channels, for which the
BC capacity region is known. Deterministic channels are chan-
nels in which the output(s) are uniquely defined by the input(s).
Alternatively, all entries in the probability transition matrix are
either � or � for a deterministic channel.

For the case where ���! "� , where  is an integer greater
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Fig. 1. Discrete memoryless MAC and BC.

than or equal to 1, we find that a duality can be established be-
tween the capacity region of the broadcast and multiple-access
channel. More explicitly, we find that the convex hull of the ca-
pacity regions of all deterministic broadcast channels (with the
given input/output alphabets) is equal to the convex hull of the
capacity regions of all deterministic multiple-access channels.
We also conjecture that this capacity region equivalence holds
for any �JIK� IMLN� . However, we are able to show that
this duality does not exist for �O�QP and �R�TS for which the
capacity region of a deterministic BC is strictly larger than the
capacity region of any deterministic MAC.

We also consider non-deterministic MAC’s and BC’s from a
deterministic point of view. We decompose a non-deterministic
channel into a finite-state channel in which the channel is deter-
ministic in each state. This decomposition allows us to upper
bound the the capacity region of any non-deterministic BC by a
convex hull of deterministic BC capacity regions.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sec-
tion II we state the capacity region of the deterministic BC. In
Section III, we establish a duality between the BC and MAC for
the case where �U�Q �� . In Section IV we extend this duality
to a slightly broader class, and we provide a counter-example to
this duality in Section V. Finally, in Section VI we upper bound
the capacity region of a random BC by the capacity region of a
series of related deterministic broadcast channels.

II. DETERMINISTIC BROADCAST CHANNELS

Deterministic broadcast channels are discrete memoryless
multi-user channels in which entries in the probability tran-
sition matrix �
	��E�����"��� ��� are either � or � (i.e. every input
maps deterministically to a single output pair). The trans-
mitter in the broadcast channel is assumed to have alphabet� �WV��X��Y�Y�Y��Z�Q[ and each receiver is assumed to have alpha-
bet �4\]�^V��_��Y�Y�Y����`[ . The input to the channel is denoted by� . The deterministic nature of the channel allows us to write the
channel output as a function (i.e. deterministic mapping) of the
channel input: 	��E�����"�a�b�dcXe
f�	����gY (1)
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Here, the channel transition matrix is entirely captured by the
function c
	ih:� which is a mapping from an input (in

�
) to an

output pair (in ����j@�k� ). The Blackwell channel (see [2]) is the
classical example of such a channel with � �lS and �m�lL
and the following channel function:c
	n�N�b�Q	n�_�a�a�g�oc�	pL"�b�Q	pLA�gL"�g�qc
	pS"�b�;	pL��a�N�gY (2)

The capacity region of this specific channel was found in [3]
and the capacity region of the general deterministic channel was
later derived in [4] and [5].

For a two-user deterministic channel, the capacity region is
given by the convex closure of the union (over all input distribu-
tions �
	���� ) of the rate pairs 	srF����rt�a� satisfyingru�wv xy	�z)�{� (3)r]�|v xy	�z��a� (4)rF�~}yr]�|v xy	�z)����z��a�gY (5)

where the distributions of �� and �"� are induced by the input
distribution ��	���� . Each input distribution ��	���� corresponds to
a pentagon region, and the capacity region is the closure of the
convex hull of all such pentagons. If different inputs map to
the same output pair, then the inputs are identical. Thus, we
only consider channels for which each input maps to a different
output pair (i.e. c�	s E�t���c�	p�{���� q���� ). Therefore it follows thatxy	�z)����z��a�4��x�	���� .

Since the deterministic BC is fully characterized by the map-
ping from input to output pair, we characterize the channel by an
input/output table, in which the location of an input in the table
indicates the output pair 	�������"��� which it maps to. Notice that
no two inputs correspond to the same output pair by our earlier
assumption, so exactly � of the � � output pairs in the table
contain inputs. The Blackwell channel in (2) is described by the
following channel table:

����D	��A�����"�a�k� �A������� 1 2
1 1
2 3 2

(6)

The deterministic multiple-access channel has a very similar
structure to the deterministic broadcast channel. The determin-
istic nature of the channel allows us to write the output of the
channel as a function of the two channel inputs:���dcN����f�	��)���������gY (7)

We also use an input/output table to characterize the MAC. In
the MAC, the table entries correspond to the outputs of each
input pair 	��
�������a� . Notice that in the MAC every input pair
must have a corresponding output.

The capacity region of a MAC is equal to the convex closure
of the union (over all product distributions ��	����Z���
	������ ) of rate
pairs that satisfy rF�]v���	�������z�� �?�a�g�br]�uv���	��?�X��z�� ���{� , andrF��}�rt�qvW��	��������?�X��zB� . For the deterministic MAC, these
inequalities simplify to r��%v�xy	�z�� �?���g�brt�uv�xy	�z�� ���{� , andrF�~}�rt�tv6x�	�zB� .

III. DUALITY FOR �m�� "�
In this section we show that there exists a duality between the

deterministic BC and MAC for ���� �� , where  is an integer
and ��v� `vQ� . By first principles, it follows that in the BC,rF� and rt� are bounded by ������	���� and rF�4}6r]��v�������	p�T�0����_��	s ���� for any deterministic (or non-deterministic) probability
transition matrix. Thus, the region shown in Fig. 2 is an upper
bound to any BC capacity region with the given alphabet sizes.

Consider the BC channel function such that every row and
every column has exactly  entries in it. If we map inputs

V��_��Y�Y�Y��g -[ to �A����� and �"� �wV��_��Y�Y�Y��� -[ , inputs VN �}�_��Y�Y�Y��gL_ -[ to �A���8L and �"�¡�DVXLA��Y�Y�Y��� �}¢�N[ (where the
column �"� is assumed to wrap-around for values larger than � ),
then this condition is satisfied. For the �£�d¤A���=��S channel,
this corresponds to the following channel function:

����8	��E�����"����� �E�����"� 1 2 3
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 6 5

(8)

If ��	���� is chosen to be the uniform distribution over the in-
put alphabet, then we have x�	����q�¥�¦����	p�T�o�§�¦����	p¤�� andxy	�z)�{�4��x�	�z��a�4���¦����	����b��������	pS"� . Thus, the upper bound is
achievable. For arbitrary � and  , the region¨B©aª'«_¬®Z¯{°n« �±VA	srF����rt�a�k�]�Bv¡rF�3v¡�¦����	����g��²v¡rt�]v6������	����g��rF�~}�rt�]v6������	s �����[ (9)

is achievable if the channel matrix has exactly  entries in ev-
ery row and column and the input � is chosen equiprobably
on V"�_��Y�Y�Y��g�;[ . This region coincides exactly with the upper
bound on the capacity region of any BC with input alphabet �
and output alphabet � . Thus, the capacity region of the de-
terministic BC with the channel function satisfying the above
condition is equal to

¨�©�ª'«_¬®{¯{°n«
. Since

¨B©aª³«�¬®Z¯{°n«
is an upper

bound to any capacity region for the given input/output alpha-
bets, the union of capacity regions over all channel functions is
equal to

¨B©aª³«�¬®Z¯{°n«
.

For the dual MAC, it is again easy to see that r�� and rt�
are bounded by ������	���� and r���}�r]��v��¦����	p�Q�´�¢������	s "��� .
Consider the channel function defined by:

�B� µ  �	��)�4¶¡�N��}����·���]v� � ���]¸� Y (10)

For the ����¤A���H�±S channel, this corresponds to the follow-
ing channel function:

	��)���������4��H�?� �)������� 1 2 3
1 1 2 1
2 3 4 1
3 5 6 1

(11)

If �)� is chosen uniformly on V��_��Y�Y�Y����`[ and ��� is chosen uni-
formly on V"�_��Y�Y�Y��� -[ (notice ��� doesn’t use all possible inputs),
then the receiver will always be able to determine which sym-
bols were sent by both users. Thus, the rate vector 	sr²������_��	����g��rt�¹�H���_��	s ��� can be achieved. The capacity region
of this channel is denoted by º3�B��f�» � in Fig. 2. By reversing
the roles of Users 1 and 2 in the channel function, the rate vec-
tor 	srF���M���_��	s �g��rt�q�M�¦����	������ can also be achieved. The
corresponding capacity region is denoted by º¼����f�» � in Fig. 2.
It follows then that the convex hull of the capacity regions cor-
responding to these two channels equals the region

¨?©aª'«_¬®Z¯�°i«
.

Thus,
¨B©aª'«_¬®Z¯�°i«

is equal to the convex hull of the union of MAC
capacity regions over all transition matrices.

Thus, for �½�� �� , we have that the convex hull of the union
of BC capacity regions over all deterministic mappings equals
the convex hull of the union of MAC capacity regions over all
deterministic mappings.

ºu¾�¿À?ÁÂXÃ�ÄaÅ�Æ e)f3	³c
	������'ÇÈÉ�dºu¾�¿À ÁÂ_Ã¦ÄXÊ » ÄaË�Å�Æ �B��f3	³c
	��)�������a�'ÇÈ
(12)
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Fig. 2. Capacity region of MAC and BC for
Ò¢Ý ÚaÞ

where c
	���� is any map from
�

to 	��3�tjq���a� and c�	��)��������� is
any map from 	 � �²j � �a� to � . We use ºu¾A	ihß� to denote the
convex hull operation. The equivalence in (12) can in fact be
strengthened to hold when the union is taken over determinis-
tic and non-deterministic channels (i.e. over all ��	�������"��� ��� for
the BC and all �
	���� �
�������a� for the MAC) as well, because the
region

¨B©aª³«�¬®Z¯{°n«
is an upper bound to the capacity region of

the BC or MAC for any probability transition function, deter-
ministic or not. This relationship then leads to a few interesting
questions:

1. Does the relationship in (12) hold for arbitrary � and � ?
2. Similarly, does (12) hold for arbitrary � and � when the
union is taken over deterministic and non-deterministic chan-
nels?
3. Can a deterministic channel achieve any rate vector achiev-
able by a non-deterministic channel?

We address Question 1 in the next two sections. We first es-
tablish a limited version of this relationship for �>I��OI�LX� ,
but then we provide a counter-example for which this duality
does not hold. In Section VI, we answer Question 3 by relating
the capacity regions of the deterministic and non-deterministic
BC (and of the MAC) and we find that Questions 1 and 2 are en-
tirely equivalent because non-deterministic channels can never
have a larger capacity region than deterministic channels for the
same input/output alphabets.

IV. EXTENSION TO �HI��£I�LX�
In this section we show a limited duality between determinis-

tic broadcast and multiple-access channels for �8vT�JvTLX� .
More explicitly, we show that the convex hull of the union of
BC capacity regions, where the union is over a specific class of
BC channel functions, is equal to the convex hull of the union of
MAC capacity regions, where the union is over a related class
of MAC channel functions.

We consider the class of balanced BC channel functions, by
which we mean channel functions such that no output in �¼� or
in ��� has more than L channel inputs mapping to it. In terms
of the channel function, this corresponds to having no row or
column with more than 2 channel inputs in it. Of course, as
before, we require that every channel input goes to a different
channel output. Since � vHLX� , it is clear that with such a
channel function, �½¶¹� of the outputs of each user will have
2 inputs mapping to it, while the remaining LX�R¶�� outputs
of each user will have only a single input mapping to it. For
the �à�¢áA���D�WS channel, the following channel function is

balanced:

����8	��E�����"����� �E�����"� 1 2 3
1 1 2
2 3 4
3 5

(13)

Notice that no row or column has more than 2 inputs in it. A
similar channel function can be defined for other values of �
and � by using the same procedure of placing inputs along the
main diagonal and the upper off-diagonal. If we consider the
rate achieved by User 1 in a balanced BC, at one corner point
of the pentagon region (for a fixed ��	���� ) we have r²�%�dxy	�z
�{�
and rt�B�âxy	�z)����z��a�k¶yx�	�z
�{�]�âxy	�z���� z
�{� . Thus the rate of
User 1 is equal to the received entropy of User 1, while the rate
of User 2 is equal to the conditional entropy of each row of the
channel matrix, which can be no larger than one since each row
has no more than 2 inputs in it.

Analogously, we consider balanced MAC channel functions
in which exactly �ã¶�� inputs of User 1 have two possible
outputs and LX��¶�� inputs of User 1 have only one output. For
the �É¶]� inputs of User 1 which have two possible outputs, the���F�W� output is assumed to be the smaller of the two outputs,
while all other values of ��� correspond to the larger of the two
outputs. For the ���±áA���H�±S channel, the following channel
function is balanced:

	��)���������4��H�?� �)������� 1 2 3
1 1 2 2
2 3 4 4
3 5 5 5

(14)

We also consider the transposes of such matrices, or the situation
where the roles of Users 1 and 2 are reversed. It can be shown
that the rate vector 	sr��t�Qxy	�z�� �?���g�gr]�F�;x�	�zä� ���Z��� can be
achieved for any input product distribution. For the channel de-
scribed above, rF�u�Qxy	�z�� �?���¼�;xy	����Z� is the input entropy
of User 1 and rt�¼��x�	�z�� ���{� is the conditional entropy of each
row of the channel matrix.

By choosing the MAC input ��� to have the same distribution
as z
� in the BC and choosing �@� to equiprobably be � or L , it
can be shown that any BC rate vector can also be achieved in
the balanced MAC. Similarly, any rate vector achievable in the
MAC can be achieved in the BC by choosing the BC input dis-
tribution ��	���� such that x�	�z��{�b��xy	����Z� and such that the con-
ditional entropy xy	�z���� z)�{�4��x�	�z�� ���{� . The capacity region of
the balanced deterministic BC is completely symmetric in rB�
and rt� , but for the MAC we must consider the channel function
where the roles of Users 1 and 2 are reversed (i.e. the transpose
of the channel matrix). Using this second MAC channel, we
can show any BC rate vector of the form 	�x�	�z~�_� z��a�g��xy	�z��a��� is
achievable in the MAC, and vice versa. Thus, the convex hull of
the union of the capacity regions over all balanced determinis-
tic BC’s equals the convex hull of the union of capacity regions
of all balanced MAC’s (including channels where the roles of
Users 1 and 2 are reversed).

Fig. 3 shows the capacity region of the balanced deterministic
broadcast channel for ���ÉáA���å�ÉS along with the capacity
region of the two balanced MAC’s. A closer examination re-
veals that the convex hull of the MAC regions is equal to the BC
capacity region.

It still remains to be shown, however, that the convex hull of
the balanced deterministic channels contains the convex hull of
all deterministic channels. We conjecture that this is true, but
have been unable to show this as of yet.

V. DUALITY COUNTER-EXAMPLE

In this section we provide a simple counter-example which
shows that the duality between the deterministic MAC and BC
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Fig. 3. Deterministic BC and MAC capacity regions for
Ò¢Ý�æ�Õ Þ Ý�ç

does not always exist. Consider a deterministic BC with �½��P
and �D�WS , with each input going to a unique output 	�z~����z��a�
pair. (Any such deterministic BC mapping is equivalent for this
choice of � and � ) Clearly, by choosing � uniformly over the
input alphabet, we can achieve x�	�z~����z��a�k��������	pP"���±S . Thus,
the maximum sum rate for the deterministic BC is S bits/use.
In the dual MAC, with �w�¢P and �8�¢S , we will show that
for any choice of deterministic MAC, the output entropy (i.e.xy	�zB� ) is strictly less than S . Therefore, the deterministic BC
capacity region cannot be written in terms of dual MAC capacity
regions.

We now prove that the output entropy xy	�zB� for a determinis-
tic MAC is strictly upper bounded by ���_��	pP"� by contradiction. In
order for x�	�z��b��������	pP�� , we require the outputs of the channel
to be equiprobable for some given input product distributions�
	��)�{� and ��	������ and some channel function. Since every MAC
output (i.e. �X��Y�Y�Y��ZP ) must correspond to some input pair, with-
out loss of generality we assume the first 8 outputs are mapped
as follows:

	��)���������4��H�?� 1 2 3
1 1 2 3
2 4 5 6
3 7 8 ?

(15)

and the bottom right output is not yet chosen. We are free to
choose any output for 	��
���ÉSA�������!S"� . Since numbering of
inputs and outputs is arbitrary, rows and columns can be arbi-
trarily interchanged as well as output numbers. Thus, there are
only two choices for the output in question: we can either place
an output that also appears in the same row or column as the
bottom right input pair (i.e. 3,6,7, or 8), or an output that is not
in the same row or column (i.e. 1). Assume we choose to map	��)�@�KSA�������èS�� to 3. Since outputs 4,5, and 6 appear only
once, in order for é�	��ä�QêA�3�;é�	����âá��¼�;é�	��ä��¤"�3�W�Në_P
we need é�	����u� �N���Qé�	����u�QL"���Qé�	����´�;S����¢�Në_S . This
implies é�	��)�ä�HL"�@�>S�ë_P . Similarly, to have é�	����§�N�@�é�	����Wì��t�^�Në_P , we need é�	��)�F�l�a�t� é�	��)���¢S"�]�WS�ë_P ,
which is a contradiction.

If we choose to map 	��
�¹�íSA�����y�îS"� to 1, then by the
same argument as above we need é�	����F�¢�N�3�;é�	����F�;L"�3�é�	������ S"�%�É�Në_S . This again implies é�	��)�u�É�N�¼�âé�	��)�´�L"�k��é�	��)���dS"�4�±S"ë_P , which is a contradiction. Thus, we see
that xy	�zB��I6������	pP"� for any channel map1.ï

Since the MAC capacity region is defined as the closure of achievable rates,
this condition does not necessarily imply that the MAC capacity region does not
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Fig. 4. Closeup of deterministic BC and MAC capacity regions for
Ò�Ýð Õ Þ Ý�ç

In Fig. 4, a closeup of the deterministic BC capacity re-
gion and the convex hull of the MAC capacity regions for� �èPA�����KS is shown. For this case, there are essentially
only 2 different deterministic MAC channels (corresponding to
the two possible choices for the 	����0��SA�����¼��S�� output), so the
convex hull of the regions is in fact easy to compute numerically.
We see that there is a slight gap between the sum rate achievable
in the MAC and BC, but a picture of the entire capacity regions
would show that the capacity regions differ only very slightly.
Using the same methodology, we believe that the deterministic
BC is in general larger than any deterministic MAC channel for�£¸�LN� , but this claim has yet to be proven.

VI. DETERMINISTIC VS. NON-DETERMINISTIC CHANNELS

In this section we explore the relationship between the capac-
ity region of the deterministic and non-deterministic broadcast
channel, for fixed alphabets. As before, the transmitter alpha-
bet is assumed to have cardinality � and both receivers are as-
sumed to have alphabets of size � . The capacity region of the
general broadcast channel is not known, but we still are able
to relate the capacity region of the non-deterministic channel
to that of the deterministic channel. We decompose this chan-
nel into a finite-state broadcast channel, where in each state the
channel acts as a deterministic broadcast channel. The proba-
bilistic nature of the channel is captured by the state probabili-
ties.

We first perform this decomposition on a single-user chan-
nel to illustrate the idea. Consider a finite-state channel de-
fined by �
	���� �)�ZñN� where ñ is an auxiliary random variable un-
known to either the transmitter or the receiver and indepen-
dent of the channel inputs and outputs which is chosen ac-
cording to some distribution �
	³ñN� defined on V��_��Y�Y�Y��{ò[ . If
the channel state is not known by the transmitter nor receiver,
the channel probability transition function can be written as�
	��)� ���@�Hódô\�õ�� ��	���� �)�ZñN���
	³ñ��èön� . Thus the capacity of any
channel with probability transition function �
	���� ��� is equal to
the capacity of a finite-state channel defined by �
	���� �)�ZñN� in
which neither the transmitter nor the receiver know the state
and ��	���� ���@� ó�ô\�õ~� ��	���� �)�ZñN���
	³ñ��èön� . Clearly, the capacity
of the finite-state channel where neither the transmitter nor re-
ceiver knows the variable ñ is upper-bounded by the capacity of
the finite-state channel where both the transmitter and receiver

contain a sum-rate point of ÷ùø{úXû ð{ü bits/use. However, we can show the tighter
result that ýFû�þ üBÿ +�� ��� which guarantees that the MAC region is strictly
smaller than the dual BC capacity region.
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know ñ . If the transmitter and receiver both have knowledge of
the state, then the capacity is equal to the statistical average over
all states of the corresponding capacity in each state [6].

Let us now decompose the binary symmetric channel (BSC)
into a finite-state channel, where the channel is strictly determin-
istic in each state. Consider a standard BSC with crossover prob-
ability � , i.e. ��	��²�Q�A� �����"�4���
	��B����� ���Q�N�b�¹� . The BSC
can be decomposed into two states: an error-free state( ñ��H� ,
w.p. �´¶q� ), where ���W� , and an error state ( ñ��!L , w.p. � )
where � equals the compliment of � . Clearly, the capacity in
either state is 1, so the upper bound on capacity is 1. An alterna-
tive method of decomposing the channel is the following. Whenñu�â� (w.p. � ), �
	�������� �q�����0� � and �
	����T�C� �q� �a���â� .
When ñ�� L (w.p. � ), ��	��o�!�A� ���â���%�!� and �
	��o�!�A� �¹��N�´�è� . Finally, when ñ��ÉS (w.p. �t¶�Lg� ), �`�¢� . This de-
composition is illustrated in Fig. 5. The capacity of the channel
when ñF�¢� or ñF�;L is clearly 0 and ºB	³ñF�QS"��� � . Thus the
upper bound to capacity is �
	³ñ¼�T�N�nº�	³ñ3�T�N��}²�
	³ñ¼��L��nº�	³ñ¼�L"��}���	³ñ3�dS"�nºB	³ñ¼��S"�b�Q�0¶`LZ� , which is strictly greater than
the actual capacity ��¶�xy	:��� except when ����� or ����Yùá .

We can similarly decompose any DM broadcast channel into
a finite-state broadcast channel, where in each state the broad-
cast channel is deterministic2. We will refer to such a channel as
a finite-state deterministic BC. It can be shown that the capacity
region of a finite-state deterministic BC where the transmitter
and receivers know the state is equal to the weighted “sum” of
the capacity region of each state, where the weights are equal
to the probability of each state. Below we more precisely de-
fine the notion of a sum of regions. Again, this is clearly an
upper bound to the channel where neither the transmitter nor re-
ceivers know the state. As we saw with the BSC, there are many
different ways of decomposing a channel into a finite-state de-
terministic channel. Each of these decompositions may yield
a different upper bound to the capacity of the original channel.
Thus, we take the intersection of all of these upper bounds to get
the following theorem:

Theorem 1: The capacity region of a DM broadcast channel
(
� �p�
	��E�_� ���g�p�
	��"�"� ���g�����{���k� ) is upper bounded by the intersec-

tion of capacity regions of finite-state deterministic BC’s where
the transmitter and receivers know the state:

Æ e
f�� �© Ã��nÅ » © Ã
	 Ê » 	 Ë�� Ä » �iÅ�Æ e)f�	:��	³ñN�g�s�
	��E�{������� ñN��� (16)

where the intersection is taken over deterministic �
	��-��������� �)�ZñN�
that satisfy ó�ô\�õ�� ��	��A��������� �)�{ñt�döi���C\b�6��	��A�����"�"� ��� where ò is
assumed to be the cardinality of the state variable ñ and ��\F�é�	³ñ¹�Höi� . Here we use Æ e
f�	:�
	³ñN�g�p�
	��E�{���"��� �)�{ñN��� to indicate
the capacity region of the finite-state deterministic channel with
transmitter and receiver knowledge of the state, given by:

Æ e
f�	:�
	³ñN�g�p�
	��E�{���"��� �)�{ñN���b�¹���gº�	³ñ¼�T�N��}�h�h�hX}o� ô ºB	³ñ¼�dò�(17)

where º�	³ñ!�àò� is the capacity region of the determinis-
tic broadcast channel when ñy�§ò and the sum is defined as
element-by-element addition of rate vectors(i.e. a sum of sets).

Proof: The bound given in (16) follows obviously from the
fact that both the transmitter and receiver can ignore information
about state ñ and achieve any rate vector that can be achieved
without knowledge of ñ . The capacity region of a finite-state
deterministic BC can be shown to equal the expression given in
(17) by bounding xy	�z��{�g��xy	�z��a� and x�	�z
����z��a� in the proba-
bilistic channel by considering the entropies while in each chan-
nel state. The full proof is omitted for brevity.�

It is easy to show that a decomposition into a finite-state deterministic chan-
nel is always possible for a single or multi user channel
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Fig. 6. Binary symmetric BC capacity region and Theorem 1 upper bound

From the definition of the convex hull, it follows thatÆ e
f�	:�
	³ñN�g�p�
	��E�{���"��� �)�{ñN��� lies in the convex hull of the union ofº�	³ñ��^�N�g��Y�Y�Y��gº�	³ñ��ÉòE� . Thus, any rate vector in the capac-
ity region of a non-deterministic broadcast channel lies in the
convex hull of capacity regions of deterministic channels with
the same input/output alphabets. Thus, we conclude that, simi-
lar to single-user channels, randomness never helps in broadcast
channels in the sense that any rate vector achievable with a ran-
dom channel is also achievable (at least in the convex hull sense)
by deterministic channels. Theorem 1 can also be extended to
multiple-access channels.

In Figure 6, this bound is shown for a binary symmetric
broadcast channel (which is a degraded broadcast channel) with
crossover probabilities �)�0��Yù�� and ���3��Y �"á .

Notice that since the broadcast channel capacity region de-
pends only on the marginal transition probabilities ��	��-�X� ���
and �
	��"��� ��� [7], any decomposition into a finite-state chan-
nel with the correct marginals and a different joint distribution�
	��E��������� ��� can be added to the upper bound. Furthermore, we
conjecture that this upper bound can be tightened by allowing
decomposition into not only deterministic broadcast channels,
but also into semi-deterministic broadcast channels, in which
the output of only one of the two receivers must be a deter-
ministic function of the input. The capacity of such a chan-
nel is known [8], and it appears that extending this result to a
finite-state broadcast channel is not too difficult. The bound can
further be tightened by allowing only the receiver (and not the
transmitter) to have state information. Lack of receiver knowl-
edge would force the input distribution to be independent of the
channel state.

We can use Theorem 1 applied to the MAC to strengthen the
duality counter-example presented in Section V. In the counter-
example, we found that the convex hull of the capacity regions
of all deterministic MAC’s is strictly smaller than the capac-
ity region of the deterministic BC. Since Theorem 1 implies
that non-deterministic channels are not better than determinis-
tic channels, we can now state that for the ���±PA���=�±S case,
no MAC, deterministic or non-deterministic, can achieve the ca-
pacity region of the deterministic BC described in Section V.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we discussed the existence of a duality between
the discrete memoryless broadcast channel and multiple-access
channel. We focused mainly on deterministic channels and we
showed a duality exists between the capacity regions of the
MAC and BC when ���W �� , where � is the size of the in-
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Fig. 5. BSC and an equivalent finite-state channel

put/output alphabet in the MAC/BC (respectively), � is the size
of the output/input alphabet of the MAC/BC (respectively) and  
is an integer. We conjectured that this holds for �§I��UI�LX�
as well, but we also showed that the duality does not hold for�à�¢PA���D�¢S . We believe the deterministic BC capacity re-
gion is larger than the deterministic MAC capacity region for�U¸�LN� . This would imply that the deterministic BC capacity
region contains the capacity regions of the deterministic MAC
for all � and � , but this claim remains unproven.

We also showed that the capacity region of any MAC/BC
is bounded above by the convex hull of related deterministic
MAC/BC capacity regions. Though this upper bound is not tight
in general, it is a new (and easily computable) method of ob-
taining upper bounds on channel capacity. This upper bound
allowed us to find an example where the capacity region of a
deterministic BC is strictly larger than any deterministic or non-
deterministic dual MAC capacity region.

Lack of knowledge of the capacity region of general broadcast
channels limits our study of the MAC-BC relationship. In this
paper we have chosen to focus on deterministic channels, but we
believe it may be helpful to study other classes of channels for
which the broadcast channel capacity region is known, such as
degraded channels.
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